
What Color Temperature Should You Use for 
Your Commercial Space?
Finding the perfect balance of color and brightness to illuminate your 
commercial space is more important than the face-value aesthetic 
because, when used strategically, the right light bolsters the space’s 
function and boosts profit. It’s an essential factor in planning the
space itself; the right light color can provide guests with a soothing
environment, energize your workforce, or compel visitors to linger 
even longer. “Ultimately, “an investment in the right lighting pays 
for itself.”

The color and temperature of o�ce lighting should vary based on
the function of the space. The right amount of light and the health 
implications of di�erent spectrums and intensity of light are
tremendously important and are elements we consider when
designing our products.

In general, warmer yellow or orange lights tend to be better for 
relaxing, whereas cooler blue and white lights are good for working, 
waking up, and concentrating. While designing MagniBlend, we kept 
asking ourselves, how can we come up with a product that gives the 
end user the best of both worlds in one single retrofit kit.  The 
countless light fixtures that illuminate our world have di�erent 
biological and psychological impacts on us, which is why it’s important 
to understand how lighting a�ects mood, health, and productivity.

The truth is light tends to influence us more than other external stimuli. 
It has the power to impact sleep, happiness levels, and even cognitive 
performance. Therefore, humans need to be exposed to adequate 
lighting levels in the right settings at the right times of the day.  

It’s proven that natural light tends to make people happier, but since
we rely heavily on artificial light, it’s important for us to control the 
amount of it we need in multiple scenarios.
Consider the following:

• Light for day versus night: We usually need higher levels of light to
operate during the day and lower levels when we’re winding down at
night. Using bright lights at night usually decreases the body’s 
melatonin levels, essentially throwing o� your internal clock and
hindering sleep, cognition, hormone release times, blood pressure
and glucose levels. When there is a lack of melatonin, people can
experience sleep problems that lead to behavioral changes.
• Blue light can make us feel more energetic and alert. (The most
likely hue of light to impact our internal clocks.)
• Red light is the least likely hue of light to impact our internal clocks.
(This helps increase melatonin levels.)
• Warm lighting creates a more relaxing and intimate setting.
• White light is the most forgiving when it comes to personal
appearance. (However, warm, yellow lighting is flattering to the skin.)

MagniBlend is the best product available as it addresses giving the 
end-user all the positives from the cooler temperatures and the warmer 
temperatures at the same time within the same light fixture. Give 
MagniBlend a try.  You will not be disappointed nor will your employees 
or your company’s increased productivity.
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Seeing it is believing it! Call your ZLEDLighing Rep today for your sample!
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